
The Pointe Power Exam Table redefines the medical examination experience, 
blending functionality with sophistication, making it a must-have for discerning 
medical professionals. Ergonomically designed, our ADA-compliant exam table 
features adjustable back and seat sections, allowing you to customize each 
patient's positioning based on their medical needs. The electric height 
adjustment controlled by a sleek handheld remote and foot pedal ensures 
seamless transitions. The gas spring-controlled backrest, which can be 
maneuvered, and manual-controlled seat rest provide a layer of adaptability, 
empowering medical personnel with precise adjustments for optimal 
examination conditions. The outfitted pull-out leg rest can accommodate 
patients of various heights.

We married convenience with innovation by including a storage drawer in the 
front of the base to provide ample storage. For an added storage option, you can 
fit two spare exam paper rolls under the backrest area of the exam table. The 
easy-to-clean pull-out basin helps streamline workflow. With an impressive 
weight capacity of 450 lb., it is a sturdy companion in providing top-notch patient 
care. Its furnished antimicrobial upholstery guarantees a hygienic environment. 
The customizable mattress colors, Black and Blue, elevate the overall aesthetic. 
The Pointe Power Exam Table is not just an investment; it's a statement of 
commitment to quality healthcare, inviting medical professionals to redefine 
their examination practices with style and precision. 

 
FEATURES

ADI996-10-BLK ADI996-10-BLU

Pointe Power Exam Table,
Blue

Compliant: Our exam table meets ADA standards, featuring adjustable height and ample space, ensuring accessibility for all patients.

Adjustable: Seamlessly transition between patient examinations using the handheld remote and foot pedal for electric height adjustment. 

Backrest:  Enhance adaptability with a gas spring-controlled backrest, which can be maneuvered manually, providing precise adjustments. 

Seat rest: Fine-tune patient comfort with a manual-controlled seat rest, providing additional control during examinations. 

Convenient: Maintain optimal sterility with an accessible paper roll dispenser located on the back of the table, allowing quick liner changes. 

Storage: Convenience meets innovation with a front-facing storage drawer, providing ample space for frequently used items. 

Outfitted: Streamline workflow and e�ciency with the easy-to-clean pull-out basin. 
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SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

UPHOLSTERY 
COLOR OPTIONS

Pointe Power Exam Table,
Black

Table Height (Minimum) 18” 

72.12” L 

Table Height (Maximum) 33.46” 

Seat Section Angle 0° ~ 7° ± 1° 
Storage Drawer Dimensions 12” x 16.75” x 4” 

Back Section Angle 0° ~ 70° ± 1° 

Pull-Out Basin Dimensions 12” x 9.75” 
Footrest Dimensions 17” L x 20” W
Table Height Adjustment 15.5” 
Weight Capacity 450 lb. 
Power Cord Length 9.84’ 
Stirrup Rotation 45° 
Compatible Paper Roll Size 21” Length  
Upholstery Antimicrobial  
Upholstery Color Options Black / Blue
Upholstery Top Thickness Back Section: 5.1”

Seat Section: 3.9”
Compliance ADA 

Overall Size 55.12” L x 28.35” W x 
18.11” – 33.46” H 

Overall Length With Footrest  

ADI996-10-BLK
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Adjustable Backrest

Handheld Remote

Adjustable Height

Pull-Out Foot Rest

Black Blue

Pull-Out Basin

Foot Pedal

Storage Drawer Adjustable Stir-Ups


